Sacramento National Wildlife Refuge: 2 spaced blinds, 1 moveable Xfowler blind (next page), & 1 assigned pond

5D and 23D have concrete pads with wire fencing that are camouflaged with fast grass and tule bundles. Each blind location has two 2-man blinds with two chairs in each.

27D is an assigned pond with a boat launch to allow hunters the opportunity to hunt outside of the blind. The blind has bike track flooring with wire fencing camouflaged with fast grass, tule bundles, and willow branches. There is one 2-man blind at 27D.

Access to all three blind sites is hard-packed gravel. The sites may be accessed by motor vehicle or ATV (see the disabled hunting page for specific information on using an ATV). 5D has vehicle access right to the blind location. 23D has a 90 yard walk and 27D has a 140 yard walk from the loading and unloading area to the blind site.

**Boat Accessibility:** Two boat launches are available for disabled hunters. Boats can be used at AP 27D and free roam T38:1 from parking lot C. Electric motors or manual boats are required. No gas motors are permitted.
Blind 9D: Access to the 9D hunting location is by a floating XFowler hunting blind designed to meet ADA accessibility standards. The blind is 8’x10’, designed to float in very shallow water, and can be pulled easily across the pond by an able-bodied hunting partner.

Hunters will drive from parking lot D to the west (following signs to blind 9D) to the loading and unloading area. At this location, the hunting party may drop off hunting gear and the hunter with the disability but then must return the vehicle to parking lot D. From the loading and unloading area, a 132 yard hard packed gravel trail will lead hunters to the floating blind docking station. At the floating blind, fold down the ramp from the floating blind and load your hunting gear and the hunter with a disability. Once you have everything loaded, a member of the hunting party can pull the blind 130 yards to the assigned hunting location at an island. Access to the assigned hunting tule island will have an underwater gravel path lined with guide stakes leading to the hunting location. The 4-man concrete pit blind will remain at the old blind 9 location permitting hunters to use either blind.

When hunters choose blind 9D through the reservation, lottery, or first-come first-serve process they will be given a combination to the lock on the floating blind at the docking station. They will be responsible for locking the floating blind at the docking station after they have finished hunting for the day. There will be two folding chairs on the blind.
SACRAMENTO NWRC HUNTING ACCESSIBILITY

Special accommodations exist on the refuges that help provide hunting opportunities for hunters with disabilities. Photos from summer of 2016.

Delevan National Wildlife Refuge: 3 spaced blinds (13D, 29D, and 30D)

13D and 29D have one 2-man blind. 30D has two 2-man blinds. All blinds have bike track flooring with wire fencing camouflaged with fast grass and tule bundles. Access to all three sites is packed gravel. Sites may be accessed by motor vehicle or ATV (see the disabled hunting page for specific information on using an ATV). From the loading and unloading area to the blind site, 13D is 100 yards, 29D is 37 yards, and 30D is 80 yards. Each blind includes two folding chairs.

**Boat Accessibility:** Two boat launches are available for disabled hunters in free roam. Access is from parking lot C and can access T34.3 and T33. Electric motors or manual boats are required. No gas motors are permitted.

Updated September 2019
Colusa National Wildlife Refuge: 2 assigned ponds with boat access (P2A & P2B)

P2A has a moveable Xfowler blind and a one 2-man blind constructed on an island with bike track flooring and wire fencing camouflaged with fast grass and tule bundles. P2A does not have an above ground gravel access route to the blind. From the parking lot there is a 364 yard (0.2 mile) walk to the blind (201 yards on a gravel road and 163 yard walk through water to the blind island). The entire walk in water has packed gravel which is marked between the guide stakes with reflective tape. There are two folding chairs in the blind.

The floating Xfowler blind has been installed at the boat launch in the parking lot to access P2A. Hunters are permitted to move the floating blind anywhere within the pond boundary and must return it to the parking lot when their hunt is completed.

P2B has one 2-man blind with bike track flooring with wire fencing camouflaged with fast grass and tule bundles. It has a hard-packed gravel 102 yard access route from the loading area.

**Boat Accessibility:** Disabled hunters may access P2A and P2B. The boat launch is accessible from the disabled parking lot. Electric motors or manual boats are required. No gas motors are permitted.
SACRAMENTO NWRC HUNTING ACCESSIBILITY

Special accommodations exist on the refuges that help provide hunting opportunities for hunters with disabilities. Photos from summer of 2014.

Sutter National Wildlife Refuge: 1 assigned ponds with boat access (6D)

6D has one 2-man blind with bike track flooring with wire fencing camouflaged with fast grass, tule bundles, and willow branches. Access to the pond is by boat or a hard packed gravel walkway. Hard-packed gravel access route is 150 yards from the loading area. There are two folding chairs in the blind. Since it is an assigned pond, hunters have the option to hunt anywhere within the assigned pond boundary.

**Boat Accessibility:** Disabled hunters may access the unit by using a boat with an electric motor or manual. To access assigned pond 6D by boat, hunters may use the boat launch in the disabled hunter parking lot. No gas motors are permitted.
Sacramento River NWR:

Two accessible blinds are available via reservation to hunt turkey, deer, and feral pig. The reservation form should be submitted at least three days in advance and is available on the website. Hunting is available on a first-come, first reservation basis seven days a week during the appropriate season and hunters with disabilities must have an approved reservation form to use the blind. Approved hunters will receive a gate code permitting them to drive into the area to park near the blind. See the Unit maps for blind locations.

Rio Vista Unit (Tehama County) of the Sacramento River NWR The blind pad and trail are packed gravel. The blind is constructed of wood and metal frame, hog wire siding and has camouflaged netting attached. There are four shooting slots cut into the siding and brush material for natural concealment on the outside. Blind was installed in the spring of 2018.

Sul Norte Unit (Glenn County) of the Sacramento River NWR The pad and trail are packed gravel. The blind is constructed of wood and metal frame, hog wire siding, and it is brushed with natural material. There are four shooting slots cut into the siding and brush material for natural concealment.